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Abstract
In this paper we study for small positive  the slow motion of the solution for evolution equations of Burgers’ type
with small di6usion,
ut = uxx + F(u)x; u(x; 0) = u0(x); u(±1; t) = u± (?)
on the bounded spatial domain [− 1; 1]; F is a smooth nonpositive function having only a %nite number of zeros (at least
two) between u− and u+, all of %nite order. The initial and boundary value problem (?) has a unique asymptotically
stable equilibrium solution that attracts all solutions starting with continuous initial data u0. On an interval [ − 1 −
c0; 1 + c0]; c0 ¿ 0 the di6erential equation has slow speed travelling wave solutions generated by pro%les that satisfy
the boundary conditions of (?). During a long but %nite time interval, such travelling waves suitably describe the slow
long-term behaviour of the solution of evolution problem (?). Their speed characterizes the local velocity of the slow
motion with algebraic precision (w.r.t. ) in general, and with exponential precision, if F has only two zeros of %rst order
located at u+ and u−. A solution that starts near a travelling wave, moves in a small neighbourhood of such a travelling
wave during a long time interval (0; T ). If F has zeros of order higher than 1, the equilibrium and the travelling wave
are multi-shock solutions of (?). This situation di6ers strongly from the case where F has only a %rst-order zero at both
u±, studied by the authors in a previous paper. In this paper we consider multi-shock solutions of (?). Moreover, we
improve some results of the previous paper, allowing a larger ball of initial data. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study the slow motion of internal layers in the solution of an equation of Burgers’
type (1D advection–di6usion) with small di6usion. This type of problems has been the subject
of much recent interest. We highlight some ideas and results and give a few references to other
papers. Slow motion is studied for reaction–di6usion (or Allan-Cahn or scalar Ginzburg–Landau)
equations among others in [4,9,13] and for Cahn–Hilliard equations in [8,1]. For convection–di6usion
problems it is among others studied by formal methods in [22,17] and more rigorously in [11] and,
using nonstandard analysis, in [6]. Connected to “slow motion” is the rather vague concept of
“metastability”. Generally, a solution is called metastable, when its motion and change of form can
be noticed on very long time intervals only, such that the authors in [18] remark, that “only the most
persistent won’t be tempted to abort any computation prematurely, since the solution seems to be
stationary”. The length of such a “very long time interval” is expressed as a function of the small
positive parameter ; it is polynomially O(−) or exponentially O(e=) large (for some ¿ 0), and
depends heavily on the problem under consideration. The mechanism that generates such behaviour
generally is some type of “resonance” due to one (or several) small eigenvalues of the linearized
operator. Typically, the nonlinear equation has a one-parameter family of approximate solutions and
the derivative w.r.t. this parameter provides an approximate eigenfunction with a small eigenvalue
for the Frechet-derivative of the nonlinear equation. From the point of view of the calculation of
asymptotic approximations, we often see that standard methods like “matched asymptotic expansions”
break down, because of the di6erence in scale between polynomially and exponentially small terms,
e.g., see [9,22,17], and in related linear problems [10].
Although the phenomena look analogous, the analysis in the three types of equations, mentioned
above, is quite di6erent. In the case of a reaction–di6usion equation with a bistable nonlinearity like
ut=2uxx+u3−u, a slow solution hops between the “stable” states 0 and 1 and the interfaces between
those states move with exponentially slow velocity, see [9]. The pro%le of the interfaces hardly
depends on its location and its derivative is an approximate eigenfunction with an exponentially small
eigenvalue, see [3]. In [23,24], Ward formally derives formulae for the (exponentially small) velocity
of the interfaces by projection onto this space of approximate eigenfunctions (otherwise stated, using
formally Fredholm’s alternative). The analysis of the small eigenvalues of the linearization around a
pro%le is relatively easy in this case, because the linearized operator is not far from being self-adjoint.
In the case of the fourth-order Cahn–Hilliard equation, problems are more involved. Bronsard and
Hilhorst [8] use a Lyapunov-type functional to show that the velocity of the slow motion is slower
than any power of . Alikakos et al. (see [1,2] to cite a few) use Rayleigh quotient estimates (like
in [10,11]) to estimate the smallest eigenvalues and establish existence of slowly moving interfaces.
While Cahn–Hilliard and Allan–Cahn equations with a simple bistable nonlinearity admit multiple
transition layers, Burgers’ equation and its generalizations ut=uxx+F(u)x with a convex nonlinearity
F admits at most one internal transition layer, that sensitively depends on the boundary data. Laforgue
and O’Malley [16,17] adapt the method of matched asymptotic expansions such that the exponentially
slow motion can be traced and Reyna and Ward [22] do the same using the projection method as
mentioned before. BohNe [5–7] derives rigorous bounds for the sensitivity of the solution and for the
exponentially slow velocity using nonstandard analysis. Finally in [11] we prove the existence and
asymptotic stability of the stationary solution and, performing a detailed analysis of the eigenvalues
of the linearization around a travelling wave solution (which has an exponentially slow speed), we
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are able to characterize metastability as a contraction transversal to the travelling wave. A major
problem is that the linearized operator (around a travelling wave) is far from being self-adjoint for
small  and that the transformation to make it self-adjoint uses a weight function that is exponentially
small outside an O(
√
) neighbourhood of the transition layer location. In this paper we improve this
metastability result and we extend our analysis to the case, where F is nonconvex, where multiple
transition layers may occur and where the slow velocity is of algebraic order O() only.
On the half strip (−1; 1)× R+ we consider the initial and boundary value (IBV) problem
(IBV)


ut = uxx + F(u)x if (x; t) ∈ (−1; 1)× R+; (1:1)
u(x; 0) = u0(x) if x ∈ (−1; 1); (1:2)
u(±1; t) = u0(±1) = u± if t ∈ R+ (1:3)
with continuous initial condition u0(x) and compatible constant boundary values u(1; t)= u0(1)= u+
and u(−1; t) = u0(−1) = u−;  is a small positive parameter and F is a smooth function. Since the
(IBV)-problem is not changed, if a constant is added to F , we may assume that F is nonpositive
on the closed interval [u−; u+] and has a maximum zero there. Also, since the classical solution of
(IBV) is bounded we may assume that F has compact support. In [11] we have analysed the case
where F(u) has simple zeros at u = u± and is strictly negative in between; we have established
travelling shock waves with exponentially small velocity and a unique stable equilibrium solution,
which has a shock layer somewhere in the interior of the interval.
In this paper we signi%cantly improve some of the results in [11] [Theorems 3:9, 3:11, 5:10, 5:12]
and we analyse the situation, where F has several zeros between u− and u+. In that case we may
have several internal transition layers, which are only of algebraic order as pointed out by O’Malley
[20] and BohNe [5]. Let us make formulation easy and suppose that F is of class C∞ (although
e6ectively much less regularity is required). The (IBV)-problem always has a stable equilibrium
solution. We %nd slow travelling waves only in the situation where F has at least two zeros in the
closed interval [u−; u+].
The main hypothesis on F : F ∈ C∞(R) has a %nite number of zeros on the interval [u−; u+], but
at least two; all zeros are of %nite order.
The set of all zeros is denoted by {t1 ¡t2 ¡ · · ·¡t‘} and the subset of zeros of maximal order
p is denoted by {s1 ¡s2 ¡ · · ·¡sn}. The Taylor coeOcients at those zeros are denoted by j and
j; respectively,
F(s) =−j|s− tj|rj(1 + O(s− tj)); 16j6‘
F(s) =−j|s− sj|p(1 + O(s− sj)); 16j6n
if u−6s6u+; (1.4)
where p :=max{rj | j = 1 · · · ‘} and q :=max{rj ¡p | j = 1 · · · ‘}. We shall show, that all zeros of
lower order can be ignored, except possibly either the smallest outer zero t1 ¡s1 or the largest outer
zero t‘ ¿ sn, such that we can simplify the notation and denote its order by r. Since the class of
problems (IBV) is invariant w.r.t. linear change of variables u 
→ u + ; ¿ 0, we always can
ensure that u− = −1; a := u+ ¿ 0 and that the zero level is between s1 and the next zero of F (or
between t1 and s1 if n = 1). Thus, if n¿2, we always suppose s1 ¡ 0. This will simplify several
formulae in Section 2.
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium solution u for the (IBV)-problem with F(u) = −cos2(2u), u− = −1 and u+ = 1. The graph of the
function F at the left is inverted to make clear the correspondence between the zeros (maxima) of F and the Pat regions
of u.
Fig. 2. 3D plot of the evolution of the solution u(x; t) of problem (IBV) with nonlinearity F(u) :=
− 3(u+ 1)(u+ 0:25)2(u− 1)2 and initial pro%le u0(x) = x, integrated numerically using an explicit monotone scheme.
Example 1. In Fig. 1 we have plotted the equilibrium solution u in a typical example, where F(u)=
−cos2(2u) has four internal zeros of second order between u− =−1 and u+ = 1. The equilibrium
solution is
u(x) := 12arctan(a tan(2x)) +
1
22x + 12;
where x denotes the 9oor or largest integer 6x and where = a=(a2 − 1) with a 1. The zeros
of F determine the level of the Pat zones in the equilibrium. The graph of F has been Pipped to
show this correspondence.
Example 2. In Figs. 2 and 3 we show the evolution of the solution in the case where  := 0:05 and
where the nonlinear function F(u) := −3(u+1)(u+0:25)2(u−1)2 has three zeros (maxima), two of
order 2 and the third of order 1. The (approximate) solution has been integrated numerically using
an explicit monotone scheme. It displays nicely the behaviour, derived in Section 2.4. After a fast
initial phase, Pat zones develop at the levels −1, − 14 and +1 and transition layers in between. Those
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Fig. 3. The solution u of Fig. 2 as a function of x at t=0; t=0:17; t=2:3 and t=19. The graph of the function u→ F(u)
in the centre is inverted to make clear the correspondence between the zeros (maxima) of F and the Pat regions of u.
The graph shows two slow (internal) travelling waves; the right one clearly moves (much) slower than the left one.
transition layers move slowly to the right and left boundaries; due to the fact that −1 is a zero of
F of %rst order, i.e., of lower than both other zeros, the corresponding jump from −1 to − 14 moves
faster than the other one.
Results: In Section 2, we study the structure of the stationary solution and the travelling wave
pro%les that satisfy the boundary conditions (1.3). There is a unique stationary solution, which is
monotone. We show existence of an one-parameter family of monotone travelling wave pro%les,
characterized by Pat regions, corresponding to zeros of F of maximal order, by transitions layers
between those zones and by possible boundary layers at both endpoints, as pictured in Fig. 1. We
%nd the exact location of the internal transition layers and compute their number. If all zeros of
lower order are between s1 and sn then the equilibrium and the travelling wave pro%le both have
n− 1 internal layers. If n= 1 then the equilibrium has only two boundary layers and the travelling
wave pro%le has one internal layer and two boundary layers. Finally, if n¿2 and there are lower
order zeros outside the interval [s1; sn] then the equilibrium has n − 1 internal layers, while the
travelling wave pro%le may have n internal layers.
In Section 3, we use the maximum principle as in [11] to investigate the evolution of the solution
of (IBV), starting at a travelling wave pro%le. In Corollary 3.2, we prove estimates in both maximum
norm and weighted Sobolev norm w.r.t. x ∈ [ − 1; 1], showing that the solution stays in a small
neighbourhood of the travelling wave pro%le during a long time interval T = O(−1=(p−1)) if p¿2:
The case p= 1 was considered in [11, Corollary 5:4].
In Section 4, we study the stability of the equilibrium solution. The global stability (cf. Theorem
4.8) is already proved in [11]. Here our concern is the local (asymptotic) stability. As in [11] we
use linearization around the equilibrium and contraction methods. To this end %rst we estimate the
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eigenvalues of the corresponding linear operator. The case p¿2 (cf. Theorem 4.6) is easy and the
e6orts are devoted to the case p = 1 (cf. Theorem 4.7). Our goal is to improve signi%cantly the
result of Theorem 3:9 in [11], allowing a larger class of initial data. Namely, the H 1-ball of very
small radius % = e−c=; c¿ 0, is replaced by a larger ball of radius % =
√
 (see Lemma 4.5). The
method relies on a further development of the geometric approach used in [11] to prove Lemmas
3:5 and 3:7. This approach is an usual one in the stability theory for dynamical systems [14]. We
use that the gap between the smallest eigenvalue and the next one is of order unity (what is true
only in the case p = 1) and prove that in the H 1-ball of radius %=
√
 of the initial data, there is
a submanifold Y of codimension one, orthogonal to the ground eigenfunction at zero, that is fast
decaying in the sense that the trajectory starting from Y is approaching the equilibrium with a rate
of convergence governed by the next eigenvalue (of order one). The main idea is %rst to replace
the true eigenfunction by a one-parameter family of approximate eigenfunctions, that give rise to
trajectories, easily controlled by the maximum principle. The second step consists of decomposing
the initial data into two transversal parts: one is generated by an approximate eigenfunction and the
other is taken from a corresponding fast decaying submanifold (cf. formula (4:55)).
In Section 5 we generalize the results from Section 3 about metastability of the slow motion (The-
orems 5.4 and 5.5), taking the initial data from a small neighbourhood of a travelling wave pro%le.
In the case p = 1 (Theorem 5.5) we use the same geometric approach as in the previous section.
The main di6erence is that in the travelling wave can approximate the solution only during a %nite
time interval. According to the above decomposition of the initial data, the trajectory is decomposed
into two parts. The %rst part is very small as  → 0, while the second part is drifting exponentially
slowly during an exponentially long time interval, thus exhibiting a metastable behaviour.
Weighted norms. For the study of convergence we use the standard L2(−1; 1)-norm ‖ · ‖ and the
-dependent Sobolev norm ‖ · ‖1 de%ned by
‖u‖21 := 2‖u′‖2 + ‖u‖2 =
∫ 1
−1
{2|u′(x)|2 + |u(x)|2} dx: (1.5)
Moreover, we shall consider weighted Sobolev norms ‖ · ‖h for given weight functions h(x)2,
‖u‖h := ‖uh‖1 or ‖u‖2h =
∫ 1
−1
{2|(u(x) h(x))′|2 + |u(x) h(x) |2} dx: (1.6)
Two norms ‖ · ‖h1 and ‖ · ‖h2 or two weight functions h1 or h2 are said to be equivalent if positive
constants c1 and c2 exist such that
c1‖u‖h16‖u‖h26c2‖u‖h1 for all u or c1h1(x)6h2(x)6c2h1(x);
notation: ‖ · ‖h1  ‖ · ‖h2 or h1  h2, respectively.
2. Travelling wave proles
In this section we study the structure of the travelling wave pro#les. Formally, we can view them as
pro%les of solutions of the di6erential equation (1.1) on the whole line of the form, u(x; t)=’(x−Vt);
which travel with constant velocity V and are normalized by the condition ’(xo) = 0: Because of
this normalization we have assumed s1 ¡ 0¡t‘6a: Since we are interested only in their behaviour
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between u− =−1 and u+ = a, we impose on them the boundary conditions (1.3). So we de%ne the
travelling wave pro%le #(x; xo) as the solution of the equation on the interval [− 1; 1],
#′′ + (F(#))′ + V#′ = 0; (2.1)
that satis%es the boundary conditions and the normalization condition
#(−1; xo) =−1; #(1; xo) = a and #(xo; xo) = 0: (2.2)
Alternatively, # may be viewed as a sub- or supersolution to the stationary solution of (IBV),
depending on the sign of V . # is a monotone function, given implicitly by the relation
x = xo + 
∫ #(x;xo)
o
ds
g(s)
; g(s) :=C − Vs− F(s); (2.3)
provided we can %nd constants C(; xo) and V (; xo) such that g(s)¿ 0 for all s ∈ [− 1; a] and all
0¡6o: These constants satisfy the equations∫ a
0
ds
C − Vs− F(s) =
1− xo

(2.4a)
∫ 0
−1
ds
C − Vs− F(s) =
1 + xo

: (2.4b)
Since F has zeros s1 ¡ 0¡t‘ and since the integrand in both equations must be positive, both
C − Vs1 and C − Vt‘ must be positive. Hence
C ¿ 0 and C=s1 ¡V ¡C=t‘: (2.5)
2.1. Basic estimates
For the analysis of the asymptotics of equations of type (2:4) we need the behaviour of the integral
I(C; V ) for small C and V ,
I(C; V ) :=
∫ &
0
ds
C − Vs− F(s) ; (2.6)
where the smooth function F has a zero of (integral) order p¿2 at s = 0 and F (p)(0) = −p! : If
p= 1, this integral is of the order O(logC) as is easily seen.
Lemma 2.1. Let F : R→ R be a C∞ function satisfying
F(s) =− sp − g(s) sp+1 with 0¡m6min{; + s g(s)} and |g(s)|6M (s¿0)
for some integer p¿2 and positive constants m and M. If C and V ¿ 0 are real variables;
satisfying 0¡C61 and
(p− 1)m−1=(p−1) Vp=(p−1)6C (2.7)
then integral (2:6) satis#es the estimate
|I(C; V )− ,p −1=p C−1+1=p|6K1 V C−2+2=p +
{
K2(1 + |logC|) if p= 2;
K2 C−1+2=p ifp¿ 2;
(2.8)
for some positive constants K1 and K2 and with ,p :=
∫∞
0 ds=(1 + s
p).
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Proof. By HRolder’s inequality we can estimate
V s6
msp
p
+
p− 1
p
m−1=(p−1) Vp=(p−1)6
1
p
( sp + C):
Hence, C − Vs− F(s)¿(1− 1=p)(C + msp) and∣∣∣∣∣
∫ &
0
ds
C − Vs− F(s) −
∫ &
0
ds
C +  sp
∣∣∣∣∣
6
p
p− 1
∫ &
0
V s+ sp+1|g(s)|
(C + msp)2
ds
6
p
p− 1
{
m−2=p V C−2+2=p
∫ &(m=c)1=p
0
t dt
(1 + tp)2
+M m−(p+2)=p C−1+2=p
∫ &(m=c)1=p
0
tp+1 dt
(1 + tp)2
}
:
Finally, we have
,p =
∫ ∞
0
ds
1 + sp
and 06,p C−1+1=p −1=p −
∫ &
0
ds
C +  sp
=
∫ ∞
&
ds
C +  sp
6
1

&1−p
p− 1 :
This implies (2.8).
Remark 2.2. The integral above can be expressed as an incomplete Beta function, see [19, Section
9:2:5],∫ &
0
ds
1 + sp
=
1
p
B
(
1
p
; 1− 1
p
;
&p
1 + &p
)
such that ,p =
∫ ∞
0
ds
1 + sp
=

p sin =p : (2.9)
2.2. The equilibrium solution
In the special case V = 0 we obtain from (2:1–2:2) the stationary or equilibrium solution of the
problem (IBV). We shall denote it by #e. Its zero xe with #e(xe) = 0 we shall call the equilibrium
point. This de%nition is somewhat arbitrary, any constant could have been taken instead, but this
one matches the choice of the normalization point. The corresponding constant C, to be denoted by
Ce() in the sequel, is the unique positive solution of the equation
I(c) :=
∫ a
−1
ds
c − F(s) =
2

: (2.10)
It is unique, because the maximum of F on [−1; a] is zero, and because the integral is a monotonely
decreasing function of c with range (0;∞) for c¿ 0 . Clearly, Ce() tends to zero as  → 0 . This
implies that #e and xe are uniquely de%ned by
xe =−1 + 
∫ 0
−1
ds
Ce()− F(s) and x =−1 + 
∫ #e(x)
−1
ds
Ce()− F(s) : (2.11)
Positivity of the integrand implies that #e is strictly increasing. The asymptotics of Ce and #e for
small  is governed by the behaviour of F in the neighbourhood of its zeros of highest order. For
the case p= 1 we refer to [11, Eq. (2.24)], and for the case p¿2 we prove the following result:
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Proposition 2.3 (The structure of the equilibrium). Let j be the Taylor coe>cients of F at sj as
given in (1:4); let ,p as in (2:9) and let &j and R be de#ned by
&j :=
{
2 if − 1¡sj ¡a;
1 if sj =−1 or sj = a
and R =


 log  if p= 2;
1=(p−1) if p¿ 2; q6 12p;
p−q=(pq−q) if p¿ 2; q¿ 12p:
(2.12)
The constant Ce() has the asymptotics as  → 0;
Ce() =
{
1
2
,p
n∑
i=1
&i
−1=p
i
}p=(p−1)
(1 + O(R)); (2.13)
and the equilibrium #e has n− 1 internal transition layers of width O(R) at the points
xi := − 1 +
∑i
j=1 2&j
−1=p
j∑n
j=1 &j
−1=p
j
; 16i6n− 1; (2.14)
where it switches from a value below si+, to a value above si+1−, for all small ,¿ 0. In addition;
if s1 ¿− 1 then there is a boundary layer at the boundary point x=−1; where #e jumps from −1
to s1. Analogously; if sn ¡a; there is a boundary layer at the point x = 1; where #e jumps from
sn to a.
Proof. To prove Eq. (2.13) we apply Lemma 2.1 to the integral I(c) in (2.10). The main contri-
butions to the integral come from neighbourhoods of the zeros of F . According to (2.8) a zero of
order r¿2 contributes ,r −1=r c−1+1=r if it is at the boundary and twice this amount if it is internal.
A zero of order 1 contributes a term of order O(log c). Apparently, for small c the dominant terms
are generated by zeros of order p and terms from lower-order zeros are of strictly lower order (for
c → 0). Hence,
I(c) =
n∑
j=1
&j,p 
−1=p
j c
(1−p)=p(1 + O(R(c))); R(c) :=


c1=2log c if p= 2;
c1=p if p¿ 2 and q6 12p;
c1=q−1=p if p¿ 2 and q¿ 12p:
(2.15)
Using the asymptotics of I(c) and its relation (2.10) to 2=, we conclude %rst that Ce()  O(p=(p−1)).
Inserting this in the error term of (2.15) we %nd from (2.10) the asymptotics of Eq. (2.13).
To prove relations (2.14) we de%ne for any given level b ∈ (−1; a) the corresponding point x(b)
such that #(x(b)) = b, i.e.
x(b) := − 1 + 
∫ b
−1
ds
Ce()− F(s) = 1− 
∫ 1
b
ds
Ce()− F(s) : (2.16)
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Using the same procedure as above and the asymptotics (2.13) of Ce, and taking into account other
possible zeros of F , we derive
x(b) =


−1 +


O() if − 1¡b¡t1;
O( log ) if t1 =−16b¡ t2 = s1 and the order of t1 is 1;
O(R) if t16b¡ t2 = s1 and the order of t1 is q¿ 1;
xi +O(R)) if si ¡b¡si+1 and6i6n− 1;
1 +


O(R) if t‘−1 = sn ¡b¡ t‘ and the order of t‘ is q¿ 1;
O( log ) if t‘−1 = sn ¡b¡ t‘ = a and the order of t‘ is 1;
O() if t‘ ¡b¡a:
(2.17)
This implies the asymptotic behaviour of #e. Finally, note that
x(si) = 12 (xi−1 + xi)(1 + O(R)); 16i6n; (2.18)
if we (for this formula alone) use the notation xo := − 1 and xn := 1.
Remark 2.4 (Location of the equilibrium point). As a consequence of (2.17) we %nd the asymp-
totics of the equilibrium point xe := x(0)=x1(1+O(R)). If n=1 (and s1 ¡ 0¡t‘), this equilibrium
point is located at the boundary, xe := x(0) = 1 + O(R).
2.3. Existence and uniqueness of the travelling wave pro#les
Our analysis is based on Eq. (2:4) for C and V . First, we prove existence of a unique solution
(C(; xo); V (; xo)) of (2:4) and monotonicity w.r.t. xo. Next, we derive a rough estimate C  p=(p−1)
and V =O(C). Finally, we derive the leading-order asymptotics of C and V and with it the asymp-
totics of #.
Proposition 2.5 (Existence and uniqueness of the travelling wave pro%le). For every #xed xo ∈
(−1; 1) and all 0¡6o Eq. (2:4) has a unique solution C(; xo); V (; xo) satisfying C ¿ 0 and
(xe − xo)V ¿ 0. Hence; the boundary value problem (2:1–2:2) has a unique solution x 
→ #(x; xo)
which is strictly increasing.
Proof. We only have to prove that system (2:4) has a unique solution (C; V ). We consider the case
xo ¡xe implying V ¿ 0; the case xo ¿xe is analogous. First, we solve v(c; ; xo) from (2.4a) for
%xed c and then substitute this in (2.4b). We rewrite (2.4a) as H (c; v; xo) = , where
H (c; v;y) :=
(1− y)∫ a
0 ds=(c − vs− F(s))
for c¿ 0 and 06v6vo(c) := min
tl6s6a
c − F(s)
s
:
Because vo(c)6c=t‘ by de%nition, the numerator in the integrand is strictly positive for all s ∈ [o; a]
if v¡vo and it has a zero if v=vo. Hence, H is well-de%ned and smooth in its domain of de%nition
and satis%es H (c; vo(c); xo) = 0. For the same reason as in Eq. (2.10), the equation H (c; 0; xo) = 
has a unique solution Tc(; xo)¿ 0. By De%nition 2:11 the special case H (c; v; xe) =  is solved by
Tc(; xe)=Ce() and v=0. Since @y Tc(; y)=−@yH=@cH ¿ 0 and xo ¡xe, we conclude Tc(; xo)¡Ce().
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Since @cH ¿ 0 and H ( Tc; 0; xo)=, we have H (c; 0; xo)¿ if c¿ Tc(; xo). Moreover, H (c; v; xo)↘ 0
as v↗ vo(c). Hence, the equation H (c; v; xo)= has a solution v(c; ; xo)¿0 for each c¿ Tc(; xo). This
solution is unique in the interval 0¡v¡vo(c) because @vH ¡ 0. Di6erentiating H (c; v(c; ; xo); xo)=
implicitly to c we %nd @cv(c; ; xo)¿ 0.
This solution we insert in (2.4b), resulting in the equation for the constant c
6(c; ; xo) =
1 + xo

where 6(c; ; xo) :=
∫ 0
−1
ds
c − v(c; ; xo)s− F(s) and c¿ Tc:
Because Tc(; xo)¡Ce() and v( Tc(; xo); ; xo) = 0 we have
6( Tc; ; xo) =
∫ 0
−1
ds
Tc − F(s)¿
∫ 0
−1
ds
Ce()− F(s) = 6(Ce(); ; xe) =
1 + xe

¿
1 + xo

:
Since 6(c; ; xo)↘ 0 as c →∞ and @c6¡ 0, it follows that there is a unique function C(; xo) such
that
6(C(; xo); ; xo) =
1 + xo

and C(; xo)¿ Tc:
Thus system (2:4) has a unique solution C(; xo)¿ 0 and V (; xo) := v(C(; xo); ; xo)¿ 0.
Remark 2.6 (Monotonocity of U; V w:r:t: xo). The travelling wave pro%le #(x; xo) and its velocity
V (; xo) are monotone functions of xo,
@#
@xo
60;
@V
@xo
¡ 0: (2.19)
This can be proved by the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 2:2 in [11].
Lemma 2.7. If ‘¿2; n¿1 and p¿2 (i.e.; F has at least two zeros s1 ¡ 0¡t‘ on [− 1; a] and at
least one among them has the order p¿2); then
C(; xo)  p=(p−1) and V (; xo) = O(p=(p−1)) ( → 0): (2.20)
Proof. Under the assumption xo6xe, and hence 06V6C=t‘, we can estimate the second integral of
(2.4a) from above and below by
1 + xo

=
∫ 0
−1
ds
C − Vs− F(s)


6
∫ 0
−1
ds
C − F(s) = &1,p
−1=pC(1−p)=p +
{
O(logC) if p= 2;
O(C(2−p)=p + C(1−q)=q) if p¿ 2;
¿
∫ 0
−1
ds
C+C=t‘−F(s) =&1,p
−1=p(C+C=t‘)(1−p)=p+
{
O(logC) if p=2;
O(C(2−p)=p+C(1−q)=q) if p¿2:
(2.21)
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Clearly, this implies (2.20). If xo¿xe, and hence C=s16V ¡ 0, we can do the same with (2.4a) on
[0; a], provided n¿2, i.e., provided the interval contains a zero of orderp. If n = 1 such a zero is
absent; however, the equilibrium point then is in the right-hand boundary layer and we need not
consider the case xo ¿xe.
2.4. The structure of the travelling wave pro#le
We derive the structure of the travelling wave pro%le from the leading order asymptotics of the
constants C and V that satisfy Eq. (2:4). Guided by the knowledge of the asymptotic order of C and
V by Lemma 2.7, in a %rst step, we do the local asymptotic analysis around the zeros of F of the
integrals involved. In a second step, we consider the full expansion of those integrals and derive the
leading orders of C and V together with an error estimate. In a third step, we use this knowledge
to characterize the structure of #. In order to avoid a lengthy statement of all resulting formulae in
advance, we shall %rst derive all formulae an afterwards summarize the results in a theorem.
The structure of # depends strongly on the locations of the zeros of F of maximal order on the
interval [u−; u+] and possibly on the rightmost (if V ¿ 0) or leftmost (if V ¡ 0) zero of F , even if
this is of lower order. However, it does not depend on all other zeros of lower order. The reason,
that a zero tj of lower order does not contribute to the leading-order asymptotics of C and V , is the
following. If V ¿ 0 and j¡‘, Eq. (2.5) implies C − Vtj = C − Vt‘ + V (t‘ − tj)¿V (t‘ − tj) so that
V ¡
C − Vtj
t‘ − tj and C − Vtj¿
{
C (t‘ − tj)=t‘ if tj ¿ 0;
C if tj ¡ 0:
(2.22)
Hence Lemma 2.1 applies to the restriction of the integral in (2:4) to a neighbourhood of tj; if this
zero has order r, this results by (2.20) for some suitable positive  in the estimate∫
[tj−; tj+]∩[−1;a]
ds
C − Vs− F(s) = O((C − Vtj)
−1+1=r) = O(−1+(p−r)=(rp−r)): (2.23)
If r ¡p, this is of strictly lower order than the r.h.s. in (2:4) is. If r = p (and tj = si with i¡n)
this integral is of the order O(1=); more accurately, it satis%es∫
[si−; si+]∩[−1;a]
ds
C − Vs− F(s) = &i,p
−1=p
i (C − Vsi)−1+1=p +
{
O(|logC|) if p= 2
O(C−1+2=p) ifp¿ 2:
(2.24)
Likewise, only the lower-order zero t1 ¡s1 (if present) may have a nonnegligible contribution in
the asymptotic expansion of (2:4) if V ¡ 0.
For an estimate, analogous to (2.24), in a neighbourhood of the outer zeros t1 and t‘ we need
an inequality of type (2.7) between |V | and C − Vt1 and C − Vt‘, respectively. Assume V ¿ 0 and
let t‘ be a zero of order r. If t‘ ¡a (and hence r¿2), Lemma 2.1 implies existence of a postive
constant k3 such that
2

¿
∫ a
t‘
ds
C − Vt‘ − V (s− t‘)− F(s)¿
∫ a
t‘
ds
C − Vt‘ − F(s)¿k3(C − Vt‘)
−1+1=r
implying the lower bound
C − Vt‘¿( 12k3)r=(r−1) = kor=(r−1): (2.25)
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If t‘ = a and r¿2, we choose  so small, that 06− F(a− t)62‘sr if 06t6, and %nd
2

¿
∫ a
a−
ds
C − Va− V (s− a)− F(s)¿

C − Va+ V+ 2lr ;
such that C − aV¿( 12 − V − 2‘r−1). Since V = O(p=(p−1)) by (2.20), we can choose o such
that V6 14 for all 6o. Choosing = (=8‘)
1=(r−1) we %nd a possibly smaller postive value for ko
for which (2.25) again is valid. This means that (2.7) is satis%ed and that Lemma 2.1 implies∫
[t‘−; t‘+]∩[−1;a]
ds
C − Vs− F(s)
=&‘,r
−1=r
‘ d
−1+1=r
‘ +O(Vd
−2+2=r
‘ ) +
{
O(logd‘) if r = 2;
O(d−1+2=r‘ ) if r ¿ 2;
(2.26)
where d‘ :=C − Vt‘ . If t‘ = a and r = 1, we have for d‘ → 0∫ a
a−
ds
C − Vs− F(s) =
∫ 
0
dt
C − Va+ Vt + ‘t +O(t2)
=−‘log(d‘)(1 + O(V )) + O(1): (2.27)
If V ¡ 0 we %nd analogous expressions for the contribution of a neighbourhood of t1 to the integrals
in (2:4).
Together, Eqs. (2:23–2:26–2:27) enable us to make an asymptotic expansion of the equations (2:4),
by which C and V are de%ned. We shall show, that functions c(xo) and v(xo) (independent of )
exist, such that
C(; xo) = c(xo)p=(p−1)(1 + O(R1)) and V (; xo) = v(xo)p=(p−1)(1 + O(R2)); (2.28)
and that the error terms e6ectively are of the order O(R) and we discuss the uniformity of this
error w.r.t. xo. We shall consider only the case xo ¡xe implying V ¿ 0; the other case, xo ¿xe,
is completely analogous. So we may ignore in the sequel all zeros of lower order, except t‘. It is
convenient to consider consecutively three cases:
(i) Both outer zeros t1 = s1 and sn = t‘ are of maximal order p¿2; then necessarily n¿2.
(ii) There is only one zero of maximal order p¿2 and at least one zero of lower order, i.e., n=1.
We shall consider the case s1 ¡ 0 and t‘ ¿ 0 , the latter having order r ¡p; the case s1 ¿ 0
and t1 ¡ 0 is analogous.
(iii) There are at least two zeros of maximal order p¿2 and at least one outer zero of lower order;
without loss of generality, we may assume s1 ¡ 0¡sn ¡ t‘, the latter having order r ¡p.
In case (i) expansion of (2:4) yields the equations
&1,p
−1=p
1 (C(; xo)− s1V (; xo))−1+1=p(1 + O(R)) =
1 + xo

; (2.29a)
n∑
i=2
&i,p
−1=p
i (C(; xo)− siV (; xo))−1+1=p(1 + O(R)) =
1− xo

: (2.29b)
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Rescaling (C; V ) = p=(p−1)(C˜; V˜ ) and using (2.20), we %nd
&1,p
−1=p
1 (C˜(; xo)− s1V˜ (; xo))−1+1=p = 1 + xo + O(R); (2.30a)
n∑
i=2
&i,p
−1=p
i (C˜(; xo)− siV˜ (; xo))−1+1=p = 1− xo + O(R): (2.30b)
Because the Jacobian of this system is bounded away from zero by (2.25) if 6o, this implies
(C; V ) = p=(p−1) (C˜; V˜ ) = p=(p−1)(c(xo); v(xo))(1 + O(R)); (2.31)
where (c(xo); v(xo)) is the solution of the system
&1,p
−1=p
1 (c(xo)− s1v(xo))−1+1=p = 1 + xo; (2.32a)
n∑
i=2
&i,p
−1=p
i (c(xo)− siv(xo))−1+1=p = 1− xo: (2.32b)
To %nd the switch points of the travelling wave, we argue as in the proof of Proposition 2.3. We
de%ne for every given level b ∈ (−1; a) the corresponding point X(b) such that #(X(b); xo) = b;
i.e.,
X(b) := − 1 + 
∫ b
−1
ds
C(; xo)− V (; xo)s− F(s) : (2.33)
In the same way as in formula (2.17) we obtain the switch points of the travelling wave, X1 =
xo ¡X2 ¡ · · ·¡Xn−1; de%ned by
Xi := − 1 + ,p
i∑
j=1
&j
−1=p
j (c(xo)− sjv(xo))−1+1=p; 16i6n− 1: (2.34)
At those points the travelling wave has transition layersl; within a region of width R around Xi its
value jumps from approximately si to si+1.
In case (ii) expansion of (2:4) yields the equations
&1,p
−1=p
1 (C(; xo)− s1V (; xo))−1+1=p(1 + O(R˜)) =
1 + xo

; (2.35a)
&‘,r
−1=r
‘ (C(; xo)− t‘V (; xo))−1+1=r(1 + E) =
1− xo

(1 + O(R˜)) if r¿2;
− 1
‘
log(C(; xo)− t‘V (; xo)) + E = 1− xo (1 + O(R˜)) if r = 1; (2.35b)
where E stands for the error terms in either (2.26) or (2.27) and where R˜ is de%ned as R in (2.12),
except that q is taken as the maximum order of all zeros of F of lower order, except t‘, because
this zero is treated separately. E captures the errors in the asymptotic expansion of the part of the
integral (2.5) in the neighbourbood of t‘, whereas the term R˜ in (2:35) captures the errors on the
remaining part of the interval (including the other zeros of lower order, if present). The second
equation (2.35b) implies that C − Vt‘ is of the order O(r=(r−1)) if r¿2 and is exponentially small
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if r = 1, which is of strictly smaller order than C and V are. Moreover, the error term E is of the
order O(1=(r−1)) if r¿2 and of order unity if r = 1. Hence,
C(; xo)− t‘ V (; xo) =


(
&‘,r
1− xo
)r=(r−1)
−1=(r−1)‘ (1 + O(R)) if r¿2;
O
(
exp
(
−‘ 1− xo
))
if r = 1:
(2.36)
This forces equality c = t‘ v, such that c and v can be calculated explicitly from (2.35a),
c(xo) = t‘ v(xo) =
t‘ 
−1=(p−1)
1
t‘ − s1
(
&1,p
1 + xo
)p=(p−1)
: (2.37)
The error terms in C and V are both of the form (1 + O(R)).
Analogously, if t1 ¡ 0¡s1 we obtain
c(xo) = t1 v(xo) =
t1 
−1=(p−1)
1
t1 − s1
(
&1,p
1− xo
)p=(p−1)
: (2.38)
Expanding (2.33) likewise, we see that in this case there is only one switch point X1 := xo, where
# jumps from the value s1 to t‘ (approximately).
In case (iii) expansion of (2:4) with r¿2 yields a combination of (2:29) and (2:35),
&1,p
−1=p
1 (C − s1V )−1+1=p(1 + O(R˜)) =
1 + xo

(2.39a)
&‘,r
−1=r
‘ (C − t‘V )(1−r)=r(1 + E) +
n∑
i=2
&i,p
−1=p
i (C − siV )(1−p)=p(1 + O(R˜)) =
1− xo

(2.39b)
where R˜ is de%ned as R in (2.12), except that q is taken as the maximum order of all zeros of F of
lower order, except t‘, because this zero is treated separately. An analogous expression is obtained
for r = 1. Inserting formally the ansatz (2.28) under the assumption c − t‘v¿ 0 (it is nonnegative
anyway), we %nd that the contribution from t‘ in the second equation is subdominant and disappears
like the contributions of all other lower-order zeros. Hence c and v satisfy system (2:32). Inserting
the inequality c − t‘v¿ 0 in (2.32a) and in the sum of both equations we obtain the inequalities
&1,p
−1=p
1 (t‘v− s1v)−1+1=p ¡ 1 + xo and
n∑
i=1
&i,p
−1=p
i (t‘v− siv)−1+1=p ¡ 2:
We can eliminate v in the %rst inequality by the second and obtain
xo ¿Y‘ := − 1 + 2&1
−1=p
1 (t‘ − s1)−1+1=p∑n
i=1 &i
−1=p
i (t‘ − si)−1+1=p
: (2.40)
We remark that inequality (2.40) is equivalent to the condition c−t‘v¿ 0. Apparently, this inequality
(2.40) is a necessary condition, under which the solution of (2:32) provides the leading order of the
asymptotics of the solution of (2:39). Conversely, if (c(xo); v(xo)) is the solution of (2:32) (which is
known to exist from case (i)) and if Y‘ ¡xo ¡xe, then the inequality c− t‘v¿ 0 is satis%ed and we
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show that this solution indeed provides the leading order of (C; V ) as follows. Substituting (2.28)
in (2.39a), we %nd that the error terms R1 and R2 satisfy
c R1 − s1vR2 = O(R˜): (2.41)
Since c is strictly positive by Lemma 2.7, we can use this equation to eliminate R1 from (2.39b),
in which we have done the same substitution; expansion leads to the second equation (2.32b) for c
and v and to the estimate for the remainder R2:
R2 = O(R + (p−r)=(p−1)r(c(xo)− t‘v(xo))(r−1)=r); (2.42)
in which we explicitly have conserved the error due to the presence of t‘. Although it is bounded
by O(R), this term may dominate the error if the coeOcient c(xo) − t‘v(xo) is small. This shows
that the solution of (2:32) indeed is the leading order of (C; V ) if Y‘ ¡xo ¡xe.
Although the formulae are somewhat di6erent, this conclusion remains the same, if the order of
t‘ is r = 1.
If xo ¡Y‘, the solution of (2:32) gives values for c and v that do not satisfy the condition
c − t‘v¿ 0, and thus it cannot provide the leading order for the solution of (2:39). This means,
that C − t‘V must be of smaller order than C is. This imposes equality of the leading orders,
c(xo) − t‘v(xo) = 0. Thus c and v can be computed from (2:39) as in case (ii) and are given by
(2.37). On the other hand, C−Vt‘ cannot be too small, since it is bounded from below by kor=(r−1)
as shown in (2.25). In order to show that it is exactly of this order, we substitute in (2:39) (with
r¿2) the ansatz
C(; xo)− t‘V (; xo) = r=(r−1)(d(xo) + R1()) and V (; xo) = p=(p−1) (v(xo) + R2());
where both R1 and R2 are o(1) for  → 0: From the %rst equation and the sum of both we obtain
(t‘ − s1) + R2 + r=(r−1)−p=(p−1)(d(xo) + R1) = O(R˜); (2.43a)
&‘,r
−1=r
‘ (C − t‘V )(1−r)=r(1 + E)
=&‘,r
−1=r
‘ (d(xo) + R1)
(1−r)=r(1 + E)
=2−
n∑
i=1
&i,p
−1=p
i ((t‘ − si)(v+ R2) + r=(r−1)−p=(p−1)(d(xo) + R1))(1−p)=p +O(R˜)
=
Y‘ − xo
1 + Y‘
+O(R2) + O(r=(r−1)−p=(p−1)) + O(R˜): (2.43b)
This shows
d(xo) =
(
&‘,r
1=r‘
1 + Y‘
Y‘ − xo
)r=(r−1)
; R1() = O(R) and R2() = O(R): (2.44)
We remark, that d(xo) tends to in%nity, when xo → Y‘ from below, showing again the nonuniformity
of the asymptotic expansion, if xo is in the neighbourhood of the exceptional point Y‘ (or Y1). If
r = 1, t‘ = 1 and the term due t‘ in (2.39b) is replaced by −‘log(C − V ) + E as in (2.35b). The
ansatz C − V =O(−=) for some ¿ 0 (to be determined) leads to the equation
− 1
‘
log(C − V ) + E = 1

{
Y‘ − xo
1 + Y‘
+O(R2) + O(R˜) + O(p=(p−1)e−=)
}
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implying
C(; xo)− V (; xo) = O
(
exp− ‘

Y‘ − xo
1 + Y‘
)
: (2.45)
Finally, we derive from the expansion of the integral (2.33), that the travelling wave # in case (iii)
has the same n − 1 switch points (2.34) as it has in case (i), if Y‘ ¡xo ¡xe. If xo ¡Y‘, then the
nth point Xn in (2.34) is smaller than 1 and gives an additional switch point. In a neighbourhood
of this point # jumps from (approximately) sn to t‘. Because we can eliminate c and v from this
expression by (2.37), we %nd explicitly
Xi := − 1 + (1 + xo)
i∑
j=1
&j
&1
(
j
1
)−1=p ( t‘ − sj
t‘ − s1
)−1+1=p
; 16i6n: (2.46)
If t1 ¡s1 with n¿2 we %nd analogously in the case xo ¿xe (V ¡ 0), that c and v satisfy the
equations
c(xo) = t1v(xo) and ,p
n∑
i=2
&i
−1=p
i (c(xo)− siv(xo))1=p−1 = 1− xo (2.47)
and that the critical point is given by
Y1 := − 1 + 2&1
−1=p
1 (s1 − t1)−1+1=p∑n
i=1 &i
−1=p
i (si − t1)−1+1=p
: (2.48)
If xe ¡xo ¡Y1, then # has n − 1 jumping points, given by (2.34). Otherwise, if xo ¿Y1, then an
additional transition layer is located at Xo between −1 and xo. We %nd the explicit expression
Xi := 1− (1− xo)
∑n
j=i+1 &j
−1=p
j (sj − t1)−1+1=p∑n
j=2 &j
−1=p
j (sj − t1)−1+1=p
; 06i6n− 1: (2.49)
Remark 2.8. The critical points Y1 and Y‘ are de%ned in all cases by (2.48) and (2:40), respectively.
If t‘ = sn (n¿2) formula (2.40) implies Y‘ = −1; it implies Y‘ = 1 if n = 1. Likewise Eq. (2.48)
implies Y1 = 1 if t1 = s1 (n¿ 1) and Y1 =−1 if n= 1 (and t1 ¡ 0¡s1).
Proposition 2.9 (The structure of the travelling wave pro%le). Let the travelling wave pro#le # be
the solution of (2:1–2:2) and let &¿ 0 be a (small) constant. # is completely determined by the
solution (C; V ) of (2:4); which for  → 0 satisfy the asymptotics
(C(; xo); V (; xo)) = (c(xo); v(xo))p=(p−1)(1 + O(R)); (2.50)
uniformly for all xo ∈ [− 1 + &; Y‘ − &] ∪ [Y‘ + &; Y1 − &] ∪ [Y1 + &; 1− &].
If Y‘ ¡xo ¡Y1, the leading order term (c; v) is solution of Eq. (2:32) and # has n− 1 internal
transition layers at the points Xi(i = 1 · · · n− 1); de#ned in (2:34).
If xo ¡Y‘ the leading order term (c; v) is given by (2:37) and it is given by (2:38) for n=1 and
by (2:47) for n¿ 1 if xo ¿Y1. In those cases # has n internal switch points given in (2:46) when
xo ¡Y‘ and in (2:49) if xo ¿Y1.
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Proof. The only point we did not consider explicitly in the analysis above is the uniformity w.r.t.
xo. However, this is obvious from the formulae.
Above we have only shown that the value of # at a switch point jumps from the neighbourhood
of one zero of F to the next one and that it is approximately constant in between. We easily can
compute the order of approximation at such a Pat zone as  → 0:
Corollary 2.10. If p¿2; #′ is positive and a positive constant k1 exists such that;
#′(x; xo)¿k11=(p−1) uniformly for all


x ∈ [− 1; 1] if Y‘ + &6xo6Y1 − &;
x ∈ [− 1; Xn − &] if xo ¡Y‘ + &;
x ∈ [Xo + &; 1] if Y1 − &¡xo;
(2.51)
#′(x; xo)¿k11=(r−1) uniformly for all
{
x ∈ [Xn − &; 1] if xo ¡Y‘ + &
x ∈ [− 1; Xo + &] if xo ¿Y1 − &
and r¿2: (2.52)
Proof. For any b ∈ [− 1; a] we have by (2.3)
#′(X(b); xo) = C(; xo)− V (; xo)b− F(b) = g(b);
where #(X(b); xo) = b: It is suOcient to estimate g(b) only in the neighbourhoods of the zeros
ti; 16i6‘ of F , where it has its minima. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1 we %nd in the neighbourhood
of tj the lower bound g(s)¿(1−1=p)(C−tjV+2j(s−tj)rj). The lower bound (2.51) is a consequence
of (2.24) and (2.25) follows from (2.25).
Corollary 2.11. Let X be as in (2:33). In the 9at zone at the level si (with 16i6n) the interval
[y−i ; y
+
i ] := [X(si − 1=(p−1)); X(si + 1=(p−1))] ∩ [− 1; 1] (2.53)
is of nonvanishing length; i.e.; y+i − y−i ¿c1()¿ 0; for any (#xed) ¿ 0. The following estimates
are valid uniformly for 0¡6o and xo ∈ [− 1+ &; Y‘ − &]∪ [Y‘ + &; Y1 − &]∪ [Y1 + &; 1− &] and
x ∈ [y−i ; y+i ] :
|#(x; xo)− si|61=(p−1) and #′(x; xo) = O(1=(p−1)): (2.54)
If Y‘ ¡xo ¡Y1 and ¿ 0 we can choose  so large; that the length of the complement of the
union of those 9at zones is smaller than  (provided 6).
Proof. From the de%nition and the previous theorem we %nd a constant c1 ¿ 0 such that
y+i − y−i = 
∫ si+1=(p−1)
si−1=(p−1)
ds
C − Vs− F(s) =
∫ 
−
d;
c − vsi + i;p (1 + O(R))¿c1; (2.55)
provided −1¡si ¡a; if si = −1 or si = a is a boundary point we skip the irrelevant parts of
the integrals. The estimate of # follows by monotonocity and the estimate of #′ follows from the
di6erential equation #′ = C − V#− F(#) using (2.20) and (1.4). Finally, its is clear that the sum
of the integrals (2.55) tends to the sum of both equations in (2:32) if  tends to ∞, leaving an
arbitrary small remainder for suOciently large .
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Remark 2.12. In the cases xo ¡Y‘ and xo ¿Y1 analogous estimates hold in neighbourhoods of t‘
and t1 respectively, if 1=(p−1) is replaced by 1=(r−1) for r¿2 and by an exponentially small order
for r = 1. Moreover, if this interval is added to the union above, we again can get an arbitrarily
small rest.
In Section 4, we shall linearize Eq. (1.1) around a travelling wave pro%le and use the derivative
(4.4) of this pro%le in the weight function h,
h−2(x; xo) := #′(x; xo)eV (x+1)=:
Proposition 2.13 (Estimate of the weight). If p¿2 the weight satis#es for some constant c¿ 0
the L2(−1; 1)-norm estimate
‖h(:; xo)‖6−p=2(p−1) if Y‘ + &6xo6Y1 − &;
‖h(:; xo)‖6−r=2(r−1) if xo ¿Y1 − & or xo ¡Y‘ + & and r¿2 (2.56)
uniformly w.r.t. xo for #xed small &¿ 0 and  ∈ (0; o]; where o ¿ 0 depends on &.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Corollary 2.10.
2.5. Supplement concerning the case p= 1
In [11] we have studied this case extensively. For an enhancement of some of those results, we
need more information about the travelling wave pro%le #(x; xo) in this case. As in the case p¿ 1
it is the solution of (2:1–2:2), in which we can assume a=1; without loss of generality, and where
F has exactly two zeros, F(±1) = 0. The pro%le can be described in terms of a function  ,
#(x; xo) =  
(
x − xo

; C(; xo); V (; xo)
)
; (2.57)
where  is de%ned on the whole line and satis%es the initial value problem
 ′ = C(; xo)− V (; xo) − F( );  (0; C; V ) = 0: (2.58)
The constants C(; xo); V (; xo) are derived from integrals (2:4) and are exponentially small (see [11,
Proposition 2:1]):
C(; xo); V (; xo) = O(R(&)); (2.59)
uniformly w.r.t. xo ∈ [− 1 + &; 1− &]; &¿ 0; 0¡6o; where
R(&) := exp(−F ′(a)&=) + exp(F ′(−1)&=): (2.60)
Note also that (2:57–2:59) imply
#′(±1; xo) = O(R(&)): (2.61)
The boundary conditions (2:4) can be written as
 
(
−1 + xo

; C(; xo); V (; xo)
)
=−1;  
(
1− xo

; C(; xo); V (; xo)
)
= 1:
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Using the fact that the Jacobian determinant of this system w.r.t. (C; V ) is bounded away from zero
for  ∈ (0; o) (see [11, Eq. (2.17)]), we derive the estimates
@C
@xo
;
@V
@xo
= O(R(&)) (2.62)
uniformly w.r.t. xo ∈ [− 1 + &; 1− &]; &¿ 0; 0¡6o. For the same reason (see [11, Eq. (2.16)]),
we have the uniform estimates
 c;  v;  ′c ;  
′
v =O(1); (2.63)
where  c := @ =@c;  ′c := @
2 (6; c; v)=@6@c and analogously for  v;  ′v . Finally, we %nd for the corre-
sponding weight function h the estimates
‖h(x; xo)‖ 
√
=R(&); (2.64)

h
@h
@x
=O(1) (2.65)
uniformly w.r.t. xo ∈ [− 1 + &; 1− &]; 0¡6o:
3. Evolution starting at a travelling wave prole
A particular class of solutions of (IBV) consists of solutions that start at a travelling wave pro-
%le and keep more or less their original form, while converging to the equilibrium. For any xo ∈
[− 1 + &; 1− &]; &¿ 0 we consider the solution u(x; t; xo) of the problem (IBV) which satis%es the
special initial condition
u(x; 0; xo) = #(x; xo): (3.1)
As we are comparing such a solution to the travelling wave t 
→ #(x − Vt; xo) for small Vt, we
have to ascertain existence of a continuation of # to a larger interval [− 1− co; 1 + co] for some
postive constant co. With C and V given, the travelling wave pro%le # is in neighbourhood s of
±1 solution of the initial value problems
w′ =
1

(C − Vw − F(w)); w(1) = a and w(−1) =−1
respectively.
Since the right-hand side is a smooth function of w with a Lipschitz constant of order O(1=),
Picard’s existence theorem ensures existence of the solution # on intervals [1 − co; 1 + co] and
[− 1− co;−1 + co]; respectively, for some (-independent) positive constant co, thus extending it
to a smooth function on [− 1− co; 1 + co].
Using the maximum principle we conclude as in [11, Corollary 5:1], that this solution of (1:1–1:3–
3:1), is squeezed between #(x; xo) and #(x − Vt; xo), provided |Vt|6co. For V ¿ 0 (i.e., xo ¡xe)
we have
#(x; xo)¿u(x; t; xo)¿#(x − Vt; xo) (3.2)
and
#(x; xo)¿u(x; t; xo)¿#e(x): (3.3)
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For V ¡ 0 the inequalities are reversed. Since u is squeezed between #(·; xo) and #e(·), which share
the same boundary conditions at x=±1, the derivative ux satis%es at the boundaries the inequalities
(see [11, Eq. (5.5)] if
#′(1; xo)6ux(1; t; xo)6#′e(1); #
′
e(−1)6ux(−1; t; xo)6#′(−1; xo) (3.4)
for V ¿ 0, and the reverse for V ¡ 0. In particular, using #′=C−V#−F(#) and #′e=C(; xe)−
F(#e) this implies
ux(−1; t; xo) = F(−1) + O(R) and ux(−1; t; xo) = F(a) + O(R); (3.5)
where R is de%ned by (2.60) for p= 1 and by (2.12) for p¿ 1.
If there are no boundary layers, i.e., if F(−1)=0=F(a), then the derivatives of # at the boundaries
±1 are small, and we can use the monotonocity of u w.r.t. t; utV ¡ 0, see [11, Corollary 5:2], and
the equation ut = (ux + F(u))x; to derive the estimate
ux(1; t; xo)6ux(x; t; xo) + F(u)6ux(−1; t; xo) if V ¿ 0; F(−1) = F(a) = 0 (3.6)
and the reverse inequality if V ¡ 0. This implies that ux is positive. Moreover, in the same way as
in [11, Lemma 5.3]) we infer from the monotonocity of u w.r.t. t; utV ¡ 0.
Lemma 3.1 (Pointestimate). Let F(−1)=F(a)=0. Then there is a constant c¿ 0; depending only
on F; such that
|ux(x; t; xo)− #′(x; xo)|6c|u(x; t; xo)− #(x; xo)|+ (1 + a)|V | (3.7)
and
|ux(x; t; xe)− #′e(x)|6c|u(x; t; xo)− #e(x)|+ max± |#
′
e(±1)− #′(±1; xo)| (3.8)
uniformly w.r.t. xo ∈ [− 1 + &; 1− &]:
Now we can formulate our %rst result about metastability. It concerns only the special solutions
starting at a travelling wave pro%le. Namely, the solution stays in a small neighbourhood of the
travelling wave pro%le and has almost the same form during a long time interval (cf. [11, Corollary
5:4]).
Corollary 3.2. Let xo = xe and F(−1) = F(a) = 0. If |V |t6co then the solution of (1:1–1:3–3:1)
satis#es the pointwise estimate
|ux(x; t; xo)− #′(x; xo)|+ |u(x; t; xo)− #(x; xo)|6c|V |t#′(x; xo) + (1 + a)|V | (3.9)
and the estimate in the weighted Sobolev norm
‖u(x; t; xo)− #(x; xo)‖h6c|V |t=
√
+ c|V |‖h‖: (3.10)
4. Stability of the equilibrium solution
In this section we prove results about stability of the equilibrium solution, using positivity of the
smallest eigenvalue of the linearization and contraction methods (see for example [15]). We consider
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both the case where both zeros of F have order p = 1 as in [11] and the case where at least one
zero of F has order p¿ 1. The main di6erence between those cases is, that the gap between the
bottom eigenvalue and the next one is of order unity if p= 1, whereas the eigenvalues accumulate
at 0 for  → 0 if p¿ 1.
We start our analysis by the linearization around a travelling wave pro%le #(x; xo) (as in [11,
Section 3:a]) and we derive some estimates for eigenvalues and for Sobolev norms. Next, we consider
contraction around the equilibrium solution (for general p). Finally, we show that in the case p=1
we can obtain (much) stronger convergence results than we had in [11].
4.1. Linearization around a travelling wave pro#le
Let
v(x; t) = u(x; t)− #(x; xo): (4.1)
Then (cf. [11, (3.2)])
vt = vxx + F ′(#)vx + #′F ′′(#)v− V#′ + g1(v);
v(x; 0) = uo(x)− #(x; xo) and v(±1; t) = 0;
g1(v) := v2(vx + #′)g2(v) + vvxF ′′(#); g2(v) :=
∫ 1
0
(1− s)F ′′′(#+ sv) ds: (4.2)
The linear part of the spatial operator is a self-adjoint operator acting in a weighted L2(−1; 1) where
(the square of) the weight h is given by the formula
h2(x; xo) :=D(; xo)exp
(
1

∫ x
−1
F ′(#(y; xo)) dy
)
: (4.3)
The constant of integration D(; xo) is %xed by D(; xo)−1 :=#′(−1; xo): Using the di6erential equation
#′′ + F ′(#)#′ + V#= 0 we %nd an alternative expression for the weight,
h−2(x; xo) = #′(x; xo)eV (x+1)=: (4.4)
The exponential factor in (4.4) is essentially equal to 1 because V= =O(1=(p−1)) (or exponentially
small if p = 1). For convenience we prefer to work in an unweighted L2 with a stretched time
variable. So we transform the functions by the square root of the weight
w(x; t=) := v(x; t)h(x; xo); (4.5)
the equation in the transformed variable w then reads
wt + Aw = r(w) + g; w(x; 0) = wo(x); w(±1; t) = 0; (4.6)
where A := − 2@2x + q and (cf. [11, (3.6)])
q(x; xo) = 14 [F
′(#(x; xo))]
2 − 12F ′′(#(x; xo))#′(x; xo);
wo(x) = (uo(x)− #(x; xo))h(x; xo);
g(x) =−V [#′(x; xo)]1=2exp(−V x+12 );
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r(w) = g2(h−1w){w2wxh−2 − 12w3F ′(#)h−2 + w2h−1#′}+ h−1F ′′(#)(wwx − 12w2F ′(#)):
(4.7)
In an argument we sometimes have to switch from problem (4.2) “in v-coordinates” to its formulation
in “w-coordinates” and vice versa. Moreover, when using those functions g1; g2; g; q; r; and wo;
de%ned above, we should always keep in mind, that they implicitly depend on  and xo via #. Due
to its special form the L2-norm of the inhomogeneous term g satis%es
‖g‖2 = (1 + a)V (1 + O(R)): (4.8)
Using the embedding estimate ‖u‖L∞6
√
2=‖u‖1; for all u ∈ H 1o (−1; 1); we can bound the nonlinear
term r by (see [11, (3.9),(3.10)]),
‖r(w)‖¡ a1√

‖w‖21 +
a1

‖w‖31 (4.9)
and analogously the di6erence by
‖r(v)− r(w)‖6 a2√

(
‖v‖1 + ‖w‖1 +
1

(‖v‖31 + ‖w‖31)
)
‖v− w‖1 (4.10)
for some positive constants a1; a2, depending only on F . These estimates are uniform for all xo ∈
[ − 1 + &; 1 − &] given a %xed &¿ 0. Another form of the last inequality is useful in estimates of
variations of r around a function z. We de%ne
rz(y) := r(y + z)− r(z): (4.11)
Because r(w) is linear w.r.t. the derivative wx, it can be written in the form
rz(y) = yr1(y; z; zx) + yxr2(y; z) (4.12)
and the functions r1 and r2 can be bounded as follows:
‖r1(y; z; zx)‖6a3
(
‖y‖1 + ‖z‖1 +
1

(‖y‖31 + ‖z‖31)
)
; (4.13)
‖r2(y; z)‖L∞6
a4√

(
‖y‖1 + ‖z‖1 +
1

(‖y‖31 + ‖z‖31)
)
; (4.14)
where the norm in (4.13) is L2(−1; 1) (cf. [11, (3:11)]). Analogously, we derive estimates for the
di6erences of r1 and r2
‖r1(y; z; zx)− r1(yo; z; zx)‖6a˜3‖y − yo‖1
(
1 + ‖y‖1 + ‖yo‖1 + ‖z‖1 +
‖y‖31 + ‖yo‖31 + ‖z‖31

)
;
(4.15)
‖r2(y; z)− r2(yo; z)‖L∞6
a˜4‖y − yo‖1√

(
1 + ‖y‖1 + ‖yo‖1 + ‖z‖1 +
‖y‖31 + ‖yo‖31 + ‖z‖31

)
:
(4.16)
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The operator A, de%ned in (4.6) is a self-adjoint operator in L2(−1; 1) on the domain
D(A) :=H 1o (−1; 1) ∩ H 2(−1; 1):
We can consider the (symmetrized) Eq. (4.6) for the variation w around the (%xed) pro%le #(·; xo)
as a Cauchy problem in C1([0; T ]; L2(−1; 1)), which is equivalent to the integral equation
w = Gw where Gw(·; t) := e−tAwo +
∫ t
0
e−A(t−s)(r(w(·; t)) + g) ds: (4.17)
Due to the special form of the potential q, the quadratic form v 
→ (Av; v) satis%es the relation
(Av; v) =
∫ 1
−1
|v′(x) + 12F ′(#(x; xo))v(x)|2 dx for v ∈ D(A); (4.18)
implying that A is a positive operator. For each ¿ 0 the operator A has only simple isolated eigen-
values 0¡Ao()¡A1()¡ · · ·. We denote by {!j(x)} the corresponding orthonormal eigenfunctions,
which form a complete set in L2(−1; 1). We have the equivalence (cf. [11, (3:19)])
‖v‖1  ‖A1=2v‖+ ‖v‖; v ∈ H 1o (−1; 1)⊃D(A) (4.19)
and the following estimates (cf. [11, (3:20); (3:21) and (3:22)]):
‖Ae−tAv‖6ct−e−tAo=2‖v‖; t ¿ 0; v ∈ L2(−1; 1); (4.20)
‖e−tAv‖16(t−1=2e−tAo=2 +
√
qo + 1e−Aot)‖v‖; t ¿ 0; v ∈ L2(−1; 1) (4.21)
and
‖e−tAv‖16
√
2(qo + 1)e−Aot‖v‖1; t ¿ 0; v ∈ H 1(−1; 1); (4.22)
where qo :=max(x; )q is a constant depending on F only.
In the case p=1 (F has two zeros of order 1), we have shown that the bottom eigenvalue Ao()
of A(0) is exponentially small and that the next smallest eigenvalue is larger than some positive
constant not depending on . More precisely, we have the equivalence
Ao()  h−2(1; xo) + h−2(−1; xo) if p= 1; (4.23)
uniformly w.r.t. xo ∈ [− 1 + &; 1− &]; &¿ 0; and  ∈ (0; o), (cf. [11, Lemma 3.1, Eq. (3:39)]).
If p¿2 (F has at least one zero of order p¿2), the behaviour of the eigenvalues is completely
di6erent in that they all tend to zero for . A constant c1 (not depending on ) exists, such that
Aj()6c12(j + 1)2; j¿0; (4.24)
uniformly w.r.t. j, for all  ∈ (0; o)and xo ∈ [ − 1 + &; 1 − &]; |xo − Yi|6&¿ 0(i = 1; k): To prove
this we consider the operator B := − 2@2x + q on the interval [y−; y+], de%ned in (2.53), with
Dirichlet boundary conditions. According to Corollary (2.11), #(x; xo) is approximately constant and
equal to s1 + O(1=(p−1)) on this interval [y−; y+]. Since si is a zero of order p − 1 of F ′, we %nd
F ′(#) =O() and F ′′(#) =O((p−2)=(p−1)), hence q=O(2) uniformly w.r.t. x ∈ [y−; y+]. Using the
minimax characterization of the eigenvalues (see [21] or [12]), we obtain the estimate Aj()6Aj(B);
where Aj(B) is the jth eigenvalue of B. Hence Aj()6c12(j + 1)2 for some c1 ¿ 0:
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4.2. Contraction around the equilibrium solution
If we consider in (4.1) the variation around the equilibrium solution #e, the velocity V is zero
and the inhomogeneous term disappears. So we obtain the homogeneous (nonlinear) equation
wt + Aw = r(w); w(x; 0) = wo(x): (4.25)
Using the (strict) positivity of the bottom eigenvalue as in [15, Theorem 5:1:1], it is easily seen that
the equilibrium w = 0 is asymptotically stable:
Lemma 4.1 (Asymptotic stability). There exist positive constants c0 and c1 depending on F only,
such that for all functions wo ∈ H 1o (−1; 1) satisfying
‖w0‖16c1%; 0¡%¡c0Ao()
√
;
the solution of (4:25) exists and satis#es
‖w(·; t)‖16%e−A0()t=2; for all t ¿ 0: (4.26)
The radius of contraction in this lemma is bounded by the smallest eigenvalue, that is exponentially
small in the case p=1 and at most O(2) for p¿2. Since there is only one equilibrium, the solution
of (IBV) has to converge to it eventually for every initial condition. However, this lemma gives
an upper bound for the rate of convergence only in the end, if the solution is already very near to
equilibrium.
In the case p = 1 we have enlarged this domain of attraction (see [11, Lemma 3:5]) to a ball
of radius O(
√
) in a subspace of codimension 1 (roughly) orthogonal to the bottom eigenfunction,
using the fact that all other eigenvalues of A remain bounded away from zero. In [11, Lemma
3:7] we have shown convergence (whose rate is dominated by the second eigenvalue) if the initial
function wo has the special form wo =!+ k(!; C)!o + C!o; where ! is an arbitrary element in the
ball ‖!‖16c1%, 0¡%¡co
√
; orthogonal to the bottom eigenfunction !o, and the parameter C is
very small, |C|6c2Ao
√
: Apparently, the component in the direction of !o in an initial condition
causes a problem. In order to improve the result and to show convergence from the whole ball of
radius %¡co
√
, we consider the particular problem of evolution of solutions starting approximately
at !o, or better, at an approximation of the form
z0; ,(x) := [#(x; xo + ,)− #(x; xo)]h(x; xo); |,|6,o: (4.27)
The reason for this choice is that we have a good control over the solution starting at a travelling
wave pro%le (cf. Section 3). Moreover, the di6erence of two neighbouring travelling wave pro%les
automatically satis%es the boundary conditions z0; ,(±1) = 0, such that we need not bother about
(tiny) boundary layer corrections.
We compare z0; , to the true eigenfunction and de%ne E1 as the orthogonal projection onto the
span of the bottom eigenfunction !o and E2 as its orthogonal complement, i.e., E1v= (v; !o)!o and
E2 = Id:− E1.
Lemma 4.2. In the case p= 1, the function z0; , is an approximate eigenfunction satisfying
D(,) := (z0; ,; !o) =−,
√
2(1 + O(,) + O(
√
R(&)=)) and ‖E2z0; ,‖6c,D(,); (4.28)
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‖Ejz0; ,‖16c|,|
√
 (j = 1; 2); (4.29)
uniformly w.r.t. xo ∈ [− 1+ &; 1− &]; &¿ 0; |,|6,o; 0¡6o; provided ,o and o are small enough.
Proof. Using notations (2.57) we can write
h−1z0; , =  
(
x − xo − ,

; Co; Vo
)
−  
(
x − xo

; Co; Vo
)
+ 
(
x − xo − ,

; C,; V,
)
−  
(
x − xo − ,

; Co; Vo
)
;
where C, :=C(; xo + ,) and V, :=V (; xo + ,). Hence by Taylor’s formula,
h−1z0; , =−, ′
(
x − xo − ,

; Co; Vo
)
+O(,2)| ′′|+ (C, − Co) c + (V, − Vo) v: (4.30)
By the di6erential equation (2.58) we have | ′′|6c ′. On the other hand, [11, Corollary 2:5] says
that
 ′(6+ u; Co; Vo)   ′(6; Co; Vo) (4.31)
uniformly w.r.t. 6; xo; u;  if |6|66o=; xo ∈ [ − 1 + &; 1 − &]; &¿ 0; 6o ¿ 0|u|6uo; 0¡6o: Thus
 ′′ from (4.30) has a bound
| ′′|6c ′
(
x − xo

; Co; Vo
)
: (4.32)
Using also estimates (2.62) we get from (4.30),
h−1z0; ,(x) = (−,+O(,2))#′(x; xo) + |,|O(R(&)); (4.33)
uniformly w.r.t. xo ∈ [−1+&; 1−&]; |,|6,o; 0¡6o: Using (4.4) and the bound V (; xo)=O(R(&))
(see [11, Eq. (2.7)], we can rewrite (4.33) in the form
z0; ,(x) = (−,+O(,2))h−1(x; xo) + |,|h(x; xo)O(R(&)=): (4.34)
Now we notice that h−1(x; xo) corresponds to an approximation of the eigenfunction (see [11, Section
3:b], where we used it in the derivation of the asymptotics of Ao()). In particular, (cf. [11, (3:37)
and (3:39)], we have
(h−1(x; xo); !o(x)) =
√
2+O(
√
R(&)): (4.35)
Now (4.28) follows from (4.34), (4.35) and (2.64). Furthermore, (4.34) implies
‖z0; ,‖= |,|
√
(1 + O(,+
√
)); |,|6,o: (4.36)
Since ‖!o‖16c1 we get (4.29) for j = 1 from (4.36). It remains to prove
‖z0; ,‖16c|,|
√
; |,|6,o: (4.37)
Because of (4.36) we only have to prove
‖z′0; ,‖6c|,|
√
; (4.38)
where z′0; , := (@=@x)z0; ,(x): Since
z′0; , = h
[
 ′
(
x − xo − ,

; C,; V,
)
−  ′
(
x − xo − ,

; Co; Vo
)]
+
h′
h
z0; ,;
we can use Taylor’s formula as above and the estimates (4:32–4:36–2:63–2:65) to obtain (4.38).
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Remark 4.3. If we apply the estimates of Lemma 4.2 to the di6erence
[#(x; xo + ,)− #(x; xo + ,˜)]h(x; xo);
we see that this di6erence is an approximate eigenfunction too, and that the inner product with the
true bottom eigenfunction !o yields the estimate
D(,)− D(,˜) =−(,− ,˜)
√
2(1 + O(|,|+ |,˜|+
√
R(&))): (4.39)
The next step in our approach (if p=1) is to estimate the solution of the evolution problem (4.6)
starting at the approximate eigenfunction z0; , in the particular case, where xo = xe,
@tz, + Az, = r(z,); z,(x; 0) = z0; ,(x): (4.40)
Lemma 4.4. If xo = xe, the solution of (4:40) satis#es the estimate
‖z,(·; t)‖16c|,|
√
; |,|6,o and 0¡6o (4.41)
uniformly for all t¿0 and all , and , provided ,o; o are small enough.
Proof. By (4.1) and (4.5) z, is related to the solution u(·; ·; xo) of (1:1–1:3–3:1);
z,(x; t=) = [u(x; t; xo + ,)− #(x; xo)]h(x; xo): (4.42)
Since xo = xe, Eq. (3.2) implies |z,(x; t=)|6|z0; ,(x)|; using (4.36), we obtain from it the L2-estimate
‖z,(·; t)‖6c|,|
√
; |,|6,o: (4.43)
In order to estimate the norm of the derivative we di6erentiate (4.42):
@
@x
z,(x; t=) = [ux(x; t; xe + ,)− #′e(x)]h(x; xe) + z,(x; t=)F ′(#e(x))=2
The second term in it is bounded by (4.43) and for the %rst term we use (3.8) together with the
estimate on the boundary values of #′:
|#′e(±1)− #′(±1; xe + ,)|6c|,|R(&); |,|6,o:
This implies∥∥∥∥ @@x z,(·; t)
∥∥∥∥6c|,|√ for all |,|6,o and 0¡6o
provided ,o and o are suOciently small. Thus the lemma is proved.
Next, we split the solution w of Eq. (4.25) in two parts: w = y, + z, for t¿0, where , is a free
constant, to be determined later on. Then y, satis%es the equation
@ty, + Ay, = r,(y,) with y,(·; 0) = wo − z0; ,; (4.44)
where
r,(y,) := r(y, + z,)− r(z,): (4.45)
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Using the same technique as in [14,15] and in [11, Lemma 3:5] we prove that Eq. (4.44) has a fast
decaying solution for every (suOciently small) y,(·; 0) in a submanifold of codimension one. Such
a solution satis%es the bound
‖y,(·; t)‖16%1e−A1t=2; t ¿ 0; |,|6,o; 0¡6o (4.46)
for some constants c3; ,o, depending only on F , where 0¡%1 ¡c3
√
: Moreover, we show that this
submanifold is transversal to {z0; ,|, ∈ R} in a ball around the origin, such that each wo in this ball
has a unique decomposition y,(·; 0) + z0; ,. its orthogonal complement.
Equivalent to (4.44) is the integral equation
y, = e−Aty,(·; 0) +
∫ t
0
eA(s−t)r,(y,(·; t)) dt: (4.47)
Assume (4.47) has a solution y, with initial value y,(·; 0) = ! + E(!; ,)!o and ! ∈ R(E2) and
assume that y, is in the cone
S% := {! ∈ C([0;∞);H 1o (−1; 1))‖!(·; t)‖16%e−A1t=2} (4.48)
for some positive %. The projection of (4.47) onto the span of !o is
eAotE1y, = E(!; ,)!o +
∫ t
0
eAosE1r,(y,(·; t)) dt: (4.49)
Estimates (4:12–4:14) imply the inequality
‖r,(y,(·; t))‖6 ‖y,‖L∞‖r1‖+ ‖@xy,‖‖r2‖L∞
6
c√

‖y,‖1
(
‖y,‖1 + ‖z,‖1 +
‖y,‖31 + ‖z,‖31

)
: (4.50)
Since y, ∈ S%, the integral in (4.9) converges for t → ∞ to a %nite value and the left-hand side
vanishes, such that
E(!; ,)!o =−
∫ ∞
0
eAosE1r,(y,(·; t)) dt: (4.51)
Clearly, E is a smooth function of ,. To this expression we apply (4:15–4:16) to derive the asymptotic
estimates of E for small , and %,
|E(!; ,)|= %O(%1 + ,o) and |E(!; ,)− E(!; 0)|= |, |
√
O(%1 + ,o) (4.52)
provided |, |6,o and %6%1
√
. As a consequence, the derivative of E w.r.t. , at ,=0 can be made
suOciently small by the choice of ,o and %1. The projection E2 applied to (4.48) yields the integral
equation (see [11, (3:45)]):
y, = Gy, where G is the integral operator;
Gy,(·; t) := e−tA2!+
∫ t
0
e−(t−s)A2E2r,(y,(·; s)) ds−
∫ ∞
t
e−(t−s)AoE1r,(y,(·; s)) ds; (4.53)
and where A2 = AE2. From the estimates (4:12–4:16) we can %nd positive constants o, ,o and %1
such that G maps S% into itself and is a contraction, uniformly for all
(; ,; %) ∈ (0; o]× [− ,o; ,o]× (0; %1
√
]: (4.54)
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This implies that (4.44) has a unique solution w(·; t) = y,(·; t) + z,(·; t) that satis%es the initial
condition
w(·; 0) = !+ E(,; !)!o + z0; , (4.55)
for every , ∈ [− ,o; ,o],  ∈ (0; o] and ! ∈ R(E2) with ‖!‖16%1
√
. It remains to show, that every
wo in a ball of radius O(
√
) around zero admits this representation. Projecting this equation by E1
and E2 we %nd
(wo; !o) = E(,; !) + (z0; ,; !o) = E(,; !) + D(,) and E2wo = !+ E2z0; ,:
Since the second equation yields an ! ∈ R(E2) for every ,, it suOces to %nd a , that solves the
equation
D(,) = (wo; !o)− E(,; E2(wo − z0; ,)): (4.56)
As a consequence of (4.52), the derivative of the function , 
→ E(!; ,) is strictly smaller than√
2 uniformly w.r.t.  and ! provided o; ,o and %1 are small enough, whereas the derivative of
D is equal to
√
2(1 + O()), according to (4.39). Hence, Eq. (4.56) has a unique solution for all
wo ∈ H 1o (−1; 1) satisfying ‖wo‖16%1
√
, provided %1 is small enough.
Thus we have proved the following lemma:
Lemma 4.5. There exist constants co; c1 and o; depending only on F; such that if
‖wo‖16%; wo ∈ H 1o (−1; 1); 0¡%¡co
√
; (4.57)
then the solution of (4:25) satis#es
‖w(·; t)‖16c1%; t ¿ 0; 0¡6o: (4.58)
Moreover; there exist constants c2; c3; c4; and ,= ,(; %); |,|
√
6c2%; such that
‖w(·; t)− z,(·; t)‖16c3%e−A1t=2; (4.59)
where z, is the solution of problem (4:40) and
‖z,(·; t)‖16c4|,|
√
: (4.60)
Now we can return to v-coordinates and state our results about local stability of the equilibrium
solution. As a consequence of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.5, taking into account the equivalence, ‖u‖h 
‖uh‖1 (see [11, Proposition 2:6]), we have
Theorem 4.6 (Asymptotic stability for all p¿1). There exist positive constants ko and k1; depend-
ing only on F and o ¿ 0; such that if u is the solution of the problem (IBV) and
‖uo − #e‖he6k1%1; 0¡%1 ¡koAo()
√
; (4.61)
where he(x) := h(x; xe) de#ned in (4:4); then
‖u(·; t)− #e‖he6%1e−Aot=2 for all 0¡t¡∞; 0¡¡o: (4.62)
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Theorem 4.7 (Enhanced asymptotic stability for p = 1). There exist constants ko; k1 and o; de-
pending only on F; such that if ‖uo − #e‖he6% with 0¡%¡ko
√
 then
‖u(·; t)− #e‖he6k1%; 0¡t¡∞; 0¡¡o: (4.63)
Moreover; there exist constants k2; k3; k4 and ,= ,(; %); |,|
√
6k2%; such that
‖u(·; t)− u,(·; t)‖he6k3%e−A1t=2; (4.64)
where u, is the solution of problem (1:1–1:3) with initial data u,(x; 0) =#(x; xe + ,). In addition;
‖u,(·; t)− #e‖he6k4|,|
√
6k2k4%: (4.65)
Finally, we have the following result about global stability of the equilibrium (see [11, Theorem
4:9]).
Theorem 4.8 (Global stability of the equilibrium). The solution of the problem (IBV) with any
continuous initial data uo is attracted by the equilibrium #e; i.e.;
u(x; t)→ #e(x) and ux(x; t)→ #′e(x) as t →∞ (4.66)
uniformly for x ∈ [− 1; 1] (and uniformly w.r.t. uo in a bounded set in C[− 1; 1]).
For the proof see [11, Theorem 4:9].
5. Metastability of the slow motion
In this section we explain the behaviour of the solution when it is still far away from the equi-
librium state. We consider only the case where the initial data is near a travelling wave pro%le and
prove that the solution moves in a small neighbourhood of the pro%le with slow speed during a
long time interval (0; T). So we study (in v-coordinates) the inhomogeneous equation (4.6) or the
equivalent integral equation (4.17) for small initial value wo.
5.1. Contraction around a travelling wave pro#le
Using contraction methods, see [15, Theorem 5:1:1] and [11, Lemma 5:6], we easily prove, that
a solution of (IBV) that starts near to a travelling wave pro%le, stays in its vicinity on a long time
scale a phenomenon dubbed “metastability”.
Lemma 5.1. There exist positive constants c1 and c2; depending on F only; such that for all wo ∈
H 1o (−1; 1) satisfying
‖wo‖16c1
√
|V (; xo)| (5.1)
the solution of (4:6) satis#es
‖w(·; t)‖16
√
|V (; xo)| for all 06t6T := c2=
√
|V (; xo)|: (5.2)
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Proof. De%ne the ball BC := {w ∈ C1([0; T ]; H 1o (−1; 1))|w(·; 0) = wo & ‖w‖16C} for given T and
C. Because of (4:8–4:10)), the integral operator G maps BC into itself for suitable values of c1, c2
and C=
√
|V (; x0)| and is a contraction. This implies, that a solution starting at a distance of order
O(C), stays at this distance during a time span of order O(1=
√|V (; xo)|).
For the case p = 1 we can improve this result in the sense that we can allow a larger class of
initial data, replacing the very small ball of radius O(C1) by a larger one of size O(
√
), analogous
to Lemma 4.5. As in Section 4.2, we consider %rst the particular solution z,, that starts at the
approximate bottom eigenfunction z0,, and consider variations around it afterwards. So z, is the
solution of the problem
@tz, + Az, = r(z,) + g; z,(x; 0) = z0,(x): (5.3)
The main di6erence with the case of Lemma 4.5 is that the solution zo(·; t) (starting at 0) is not
identically zero due to the inhomogeneous term g; so we cannot have a result like Lemma 4.4, Eq.
(4.41). Instead we compare z, and zo and we show that they remain near to each other on a long
time scale.
Lemma 5.2. There exist constants c1; c2; o; ,o; depending only on F; such that if xo ∈ [ − 1 + &;
1− &]; &¿ 0 then
‖z,(·; t)− zo(·; t)‖16c1|,|
√
|,|6,o; 0¡6o (5.4)
for all 0¡t¡T; where T := c2=
√
R(&).
Proof. For small values of , we use a contraction argument, as in Lemma 5.1. The validity of
this method has such a small ,-range because it uses rather rough estimates of the nonlinear term.
For larger values of , we use estimate (3.8), which gives a bound for the derivative in terms in
the solution itself plus some exponentially small error, that is negligible only if the functions are
suOciently large.
By de%nition (4.42) we have the relation
z,(x; t=)− zo(x; t=) = [u(x; t; xo + ,)− u(x; t; xo)]h(x; xo): (5.5)
By (3:4–3:6) the di6erence in v-coordinates satis%es for some c¿ 0 the pointwise estimate
|ux(x; t; xo + ,)− ux(x; t; xo)|6c|u(x; t; xo + ,)− u(x; t; xo)|+ cR(&): (5.6)
Using (2.64) we transform this into the norm-estimate in w-coordinates,
‖@x[z,(·; t)− zo(·; t)] ‖6c‖z,(·; t)− zo(·; t)‖+ c
√
R(&): (5.7)
Hence, for an estimate in ‖ · ‖1-norm an L2-estimate of the di6erence suOces provided , is not too
small. To this aim we use a little trick and write the di6erence as an integral of the derivative w.r.t.
,. So we consider the derivative u′(x; t; ,) := @,(, 
→ u(x; t; xo+,)) of u. For given u=u(x; t; xo+,)
it satis%es the linear problem
u′t = u
′
xx + F
′(u) u′x + F
′′(u)uxu′;
u′(±1; t) = 0; u′(x; 0; xo + ,) = @@,#(x; xo + ,): (5.8)
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To estimate u′ we symmetrize as before in Eq. (4.2), Eq. (5.8) by the choice w˜(x; t=; ,) := u′,(x; t; xo+
,) h˜(x; t; xo + ,); using the (time-dependent) weight h˜,
h˜
2
(x; t; xo + ,) :=D(; xo + ,) exp
(
1

∫ x
−1
F ′(u(y; t; xo + ,)) dy
)
:
This gives the linear initial value problem for the unknown function w˜,
@tw˜ + A˜(t)w˜ = 0; w˜(x; 0; ,) = h(x; xo + ,)
@
@,
#(x; xo + ,);
A˜(t) := − 2@2x + q˜(x; t; xo + ,); (5.9)
where the potential q˜ is given by
q˜(x; t; xo + ,) := 14 [F
′(u(x; t; xo + ,))]
2 − 12F ′′(u(x; t; xo + ,)) ux(x; t; xo + ,): (5.10)
This potential has the same form as q has in Eq. (4.7) implying a formula like (4.18), so that this
operator A˜(t) is positive too. Multiplying (5.9) by w˜ and integrating we obtain the estimate
‖w˜(·; t; ,)‖2 − ‖w˜(·; 0; ,)‖2 =−2
∫ t
0
(A˜(s)w˜(·; s; ,); w˜(·; s; ,)) ds;
where (·; ·) is the usual inner product in L2(−1; 1). Hence ‖w˜‖ is nonincreasing,
‖w˜(·; t; ,)‖6‖w˜o‖: (5.11)
Using the same method as in the proof of (4.29) we obtain (since ‖hu‖1  ‖u‖h)
‖w˜(·; 0; ,)‖6c√ uniformly w:r:t: |,|6,o; 0¡6o: (5.12)
This function w˜ is related to the di6erence (5.5)
z,(x; t=)− zo(x; t=) =
∫ ,
0
w˜(·; t; ,) h(x; xo)
h˜(x; t; xo + ,)
d,: (5.13)
We estimate the quotient of both weight functions using Corollary 3.2:
h(x; xo)2
h˜
2
(x; t; xo + ,)2
=
D(; xo)
D(; xo + ,)
exp
(
1

∫ x
−1
F ′)#(y; xo))− F ′)u(y; t; xo + ,)) dy
)
6
#′(−1; xo + ,)
#′(−1; xo) exp
(
K

∫ x
−1
#(y; xo)− u(y; t; xo + ,) dy
)
6Mexp(cK |V | t+2 );
where K is the Lipschitz constant of F and M a bound for the quotient of the D’s. Since the inverse
quotient satis%es the same bound, we have the equivalence
h(x; t; xo + ,)  h(x; xo) if tR(&)6 and |x|61;
and we can estimate the L2-norm of the di6erence (5.13) by ‖,w˜(·; 0; ,)‖ if tR(&)6. Thus (5.12)
and (5.13) give
‖z,(·; t))− zo(·; t)‖6c|,|
√
 if tR(&)¡ (5.14)
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uniformly w.r.t. |,|6,o , 0¡6o and xo ∈ [− 1 + &; 1− &]. Hence, from (5.7) and (5.14) we %nd
a constant c so that
‖z,(·; t))− zo(·; t)‖16c|,|
√
+ c
√
R(&) if tR(&)¡: (5.15)
For a given a positive constant C1, we can %nd the constant c1 (depending on c) in (5.4), such that
it is true for all |,|¿C1
√
R(&).
To prove (5.4) for the case |,|6C1
√
R(&) we use the contraction method (see [11, Lemma 5:6]).
We start with the estimate
‖z,(·; t))‖16c(
√
R(&) + |,|
√
) if 0¡t¡T1; uniformly w:r:t: 0¡6o (5.16)
which is a consequence of (3.9), because of the identity
z,(x; t)) = [u(x; t; xo + ,)− #(x; xo + ,)]h(x; xo) + z0; ,(x):
From (5.3) it follows that w, := z, − zo satis%es the homogeneous equation
@tw, + Aw, = r(w, + zo)− r(zo); w,(x; 0) = z0,(x); (5.17)
where according to (4.37)
‖z0,‖16c|,|
√
6C2
√
R(&) if |,|6C1
√
R(&): (5.18)
To estimate ‖w,(·; t)‖1 we consider the corresponding integral equation
w(·; t) = Gw; Gw := e−Atz0, +
∫ t
0
e−A(t−s)[r(w + zo)− r(zo)] ds: (5.19)
It is suOcient to show that G is a contraction in the ball
B% := {w ∈ C1([0; T ]; H 1o (−1; 1))|w(·; 0) = z0,&‖w‖16%};
where % :=C3
√
R(&) and where C3 ¿ 0 will be chosen below. Using (5:16–4:10–4:20–4:21–4:22)
we get the estimates
‖Gw(·; t)‖16
C4
C3
%+ C5%2T=
√
; 0¡t¡T;
sup
0¡t¡T
‖Gv(·; t)− Gw(·; t)‖16C6%
T√

sup
0¡t¡T
‖v(·; t)− w(·; t)‖1:
Choosing C3 and T := c2=
√
R(&) appropriately, we see that G is a contraction in the ball B% for all
0¡t¡T: Hence
‖z,(·; t)− zo(·; t)‖16c1|,|
√
; 0¡t¡T;
if |,|6C1
√
R(&): Together with (5.15) this proves the lemma.
Lemma 5.3 (Case p = 1). There exist constants co; c1; c2; o; depending only on F; such that if
xo ∈ [− 1 + &; 1− &]; &¿ 0; and
‖wo‖16%; 0¡%¡co
√
; (5.20)
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then
‖w(·; t)‖16c1%; for all 0¡t¡T; and 0¡¡o; (5.21)
where T := c2=
√
R(&); R(&) being given by (2:60). Moreover; there exist constants c3; c4; c5 and
,= ,(; %) with |,|√6c3%; such that
‖w(·; t)− z,(·; t)‖16c4% e−A1t=2 for all 0¡t¡T; and 0¡¡o; (5.22)
Proof. We follow the scheme of the proof of Lemma 4.5. To investigate the integral equation (4.53)
we need to replace the function r,, given by (4.45), to r˜,(y) := r(y+ z˜,)−r(z˜,); where z˜,(·; t)=z,(·; t)
for 06t6T and z˜,(·; t) = z,(·; T ) for t¿T . Then (5.4) gives
‖z˜,(·; t)− z˜o(·; t)‖16c|,|
√
 uniformly w:r:t: |,|6,o; 0¡6o for all t ¿ 0; (5.23)
and (5.16) implies
‖z˜,(·; t))‖16c)
√
R(&) + |,|
√
) uniformly w:r:t: |,|6,o; 0¡6o; for all t ¿ 0: (5.24)
Now the corresponding integral equation has a unique solution satisfying (4.46). Next we can solve
Eq. (4.55). Finally, w(x; t) :=y,(x; t) + z˜,(x; t) for 0¡t6T will be the solution of (4.6) with the
given initial data wo, satisfying (5.20). Lemma (5:3) is proved.
5.2. Evolution starting near a travelling wave pro#le
As a consequence of Lemmas 5.1–5.3 we get our main results about the metastability of the slow
motion.
Theorem 5.4. There exist positive constants C1; C2; depending on F only; such that for all wo ∈
H 1o (−1; 1) satisfying
‖uo − #(x; xo)‖h6C1C1; C1 
√
|V (; xo)|; (5.25)
the solution of (IBV) satis#es
‖u(·; t)− #(·; xo)‖h6C1 for all 0¡t¡C2=
√
|V (; xo)|: (5.26)
Theorem 5.5 (Case p = 1). There exist constants Co; C1; C2; C3; o; depending only on F; such that
if uo ∈ H 1(−1; 1) and xo ∈ [− 1 + &; 1− &]; &¿ 0; and
‖uo − #(·; xo)‖h6%; 0¡%¡Co
√
; (5.27)
then
‖u(·; t)− #(·; xo)‖h6C1% for all 0¡t¡T and 0¡¡o; (5.28)
where T :=C3=
√
R(&).
Moreover; there exist constants C4; C5; C6; ,= ,(; %); |,|
√
6C4%; such that
‖u(·; t)− u,(·; t)‖h6C5%e−A1t=2 for all 0¡t¡T and 0¡¡o; (5.29)
where u, is the solution of the problem (IBV ) with initial data u,(x; 0) :=#(x; xo + ,): In addition;
‖u,(·; t)− #(·; xo)‖h6C6%: (5.30)
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